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ABSTRACT
Plasmonic optical trapping allows trapping and manipulation of micro- and even nanometer-sized particles using
localized and enhanced electric fields by plasmon resonance in metallic nanostructure. We consider an optical conveyor
belt consisting of an array of nanodisks acting as optical tweezers with different sizes to implement a system to trap and
manipulate particles through a laser-induced gradient force. An electric field induced and localized at each optical
resonator is sensitive to the wavelength and polarization. The maximum electric field is enhanced at resonant wavelength
depending on the shape and size of the plasmonic nanostructure used for light localization. By changing the light
wavelength and polarization, the position of localized light induced in the disk can be determined and nanoparticles can
be moved to a desired location through the variation of resonance conditions without any mechanical forces.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optical trapping has been of tremendous interest since its introduction by Ashkin in 1970 and used in many
applications [1]. Optical trapping is also known as optical tweezer since the gradient force induced by laser combined
with scattering force is exerted on a dielectric particle for spatial localization and manipulation. The magnitude of the
gradient force is proportional to the electric field intensity while it increases in proportion to the volume of a particle to
be trapped. For this reason, trapping of nanoscale particles can be difficult, because trapping force can be very weak and
a simple increase of light power may incur photodamage to the sample. Therefore, optical trapping techniques based on
light localization to induce strong field strength has been closely investigated, in particular using surface plasmon (SP)
localization among many approaches [2]. While SP localization has been employed extensively for biosensing [3-12] and
imaging applications [13-18], use of tiny nanostructures to localize and amplify light fields allows an optical tweezer to
trap nanoscale particles in a stable and controlled manner [19].
In this study, we have calculated the electric field localized by nanodisk arrays and the gradient force that is induced
by the localized field. The results are expected to be crucial to producing an optimized design to implement an optical
trap for capturing nanoscale particles with minimum incident light fields.

2. MODEL AND METHODS
Rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) has been used to calculate the localized near-field distribution and the
induced gradient force on a periodic array of nanodisks of gold as the cross-section radius and the height were varied as
the geometrical parameters. Incident light wavelength was also varied for p and s polarization. RCWA calculation for
localized field intensity distribution was performed with 30 spatial harmonics for a wavelength range of λ = 650 ~ 1100
nm under normal incidence. Cylindrical nanodisks of φ = 100, 150, and 200-nm diameter and 35-nm height were
assumed to form a linear array on a BK7 glass substrate. Resonant wavelengths for each of the three nanodisks were
selected so as to produce highest localization at the nanodisk. The gap distance (g) between nanodisks was g = 100 nm
with a period of Λ = 750 nm, i.e., one period of the nanodisk array contains three nanodisks of varying diameter in an
order of φ = 100, 150, and 200 nm. Material optical constants were taken from [20]. Gradient force was calculated from
the field distribution based on Maxwell stress tensor. Tensor differentiation was performed by finite difference method.
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3. RESU
ULTS AND DISCUSSIO
ON
Resonannt wavelengthh λres, which gives
g
to the highest
h
localizzation at the nanodisk of φ = 100, 150
0, and 200-nm
m
diameter was, respectively, λres = 672, 815, and 910 nm.
n Figure 1 presents
p
the ligght intensity ddistribution prroduced by thee
nanodisk arraay of φ = 100, 150, and 200-nm diameteer (left to righ
ht) at the respeective resonannt wavelength
h λres. Figure 1
clearly showss localized ligght fields, in particular,
p
at thhe rim of nan
nodisks. The liight localizatiion at each naanodisk can bee
controlled byy changing lighht wavelengthh.

Figure 1. Near-field distribution of the nanodisk arraay at the resonnant wavelengtth. Color bar
olarized (along the x-axis).
represents noormalized light intensity. Inciddent light is p-po

At the resonant
r
waveelength of eacch nanodisk, the gradient force that is induced by tthe field locallization at thee
nanodisk cann be clearly distinguished frrom those at the
t other two nanodisks, ass shown in Figure 2. The strong spike of
gradient forcee at the edgess of a nanodissk indicates thhe trapping forrce acting tow
ward the rim, regardless of the sign. Thiss
suggests that gradient forcee induced at thhe nanodisks can
c be switched and tuned by
b adjusting llight waveleng
gths.

Figure 2. Norrmalized gradieent force calculated from the lo
ocalized light field
f
for the nannodisk array at
the resonant wavelength. It is clear shownn that a smaller disk is associated with the higghest gradient
force at a shoorter wavelengthh.

4. CON
NCLUDING
G REMARK
KS
In summ
mary, we havve investigated light localiization and in
nduced gradieent force by linear nanodisk arrays forr
potential optiical trapping applications.
a
T results connfirm that neaar-field distribbution is localized and that nanodisks cann
The
be designed so
s that the locaalized field ass well as the gradient
g
force can be switchhed among nannodisks by lig
ght wavelengthh
and polarizattion. The resuults suggest thhat continuouss switching off light waveleengths and poolarization in the resonancee
waveband maay allow nanooscale optical trapping
t
at a desired
d
locatio
on on a nanosstructure and tthereby an opttical conveyorr
belt in effect.. The possibillity may be appplied to nanooscale synthesis of novel materials
m
and can be usefull for lab-on-achip applicatiions.
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